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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely AMAZING Miracle,
which is again very Easy to understand, (=QURAN TESTAMENT 54/17)
but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/88)
==========
53 And HE is the ONE Who established "twobodiesofwater" (=bahrayn)
one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), and one is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj),
and HE made between them a distinction/distance, and (for/within/around each of them)
an inviolable barrier.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 25/53)
==========

So when we count each of these most specific terms above, we clearly see that
"bodyofwater" (=bahr) is mentioned
exactly in

"32" Verses in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,

and "fresh" (=furaat) is mentioned
exactly in

"3" Verses in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,

and "bitter" (=ujaaj) is mentioned
exactly in

"3" Verses in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,

"32" + "3" + "3" =
thus in total, they are mentioned, altogether,

exactly in

"38" (=19x...) Verses, in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,

(=74/2630, 31 = 41/53), here in the first place!

So let us clearly see all of them now throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
first of all, here thus:
===================
53 And HE is the ONE Who established the twobodiesofwater,
one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), and one is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj),
......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 25/53)
12 The twobodiesofwater cannot be the same/equal;
one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), pleasant to drink, and one is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj),
......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 35/12)
70 If We will, We can make it (=i.e. the water we drink, also and especially from one of those
"twobodiesofwater" above) "bitter" (=ujaajan). If only you would give thanks.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 56/70)
27 ...... and We gave you to drink water (also and especially from one of those
"twobodiesofwater" again above) that is "fresh" (=furaatan).
(QURAN TESTAMENT 77/27)
50 And when We parted "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) for you,
thus We saved you ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/50)
164 ...... and the ships that sail on "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
with what will benefit the people, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/164)
96 The (proper) catch of "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) and (thus) its edibles
are made lawful for you. ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/96)
59 ...... And HE knows what is in the land and "the bodyofwater" (=albahr), ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 6/59)
63 Say: Who rescues you from the darkness of the land and "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)?
......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 6/63)
97 ...... so that you might findtherightdirection through them in the darkness of the land and
"the bodyofwater" (=albahr) ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 6/97)
138 And We delivered the Children of Israel across "the bodyofwater" (=albahr); ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 7/138)
163 And ask them about that town which stood by "the bodyofwater" (=albahr); ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 7/163)
22 HE is the ONE Who makes you travel in the land and "the bodyofwater" (=albahr);
......

(QURAN TESTAMENT 10/22)
90 And We delivered the Children of Israel across "the bodyofwater" (=albahr); ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 10/90)
32 ...... and HE has made subservient to you the ships to run on "the bodyofwater"
(=albahr) by HIS Command, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 14/32)
14 And HE is the ONE Who has made "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
subservient (to HIS Laws), ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 16/14)
66 Your LORD is the ONE Who drives the ships for you on "the bodyofwater" (=albahr),
......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 17/66)
67 And when harm touches you on "the bodyofwater" (=albahr), (all) those
you (=i.e. idol worshippers) call upon (besides HIM) fail (you) miserably, except HE, .......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 17/67)
70 ...... And We carried them on the land and "the bodyofwater" (=albahr), ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 17/70)
61 ...... and it found its way back to "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) suprisingly.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/61)
63 ...... and it found its way back to "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) amazingly.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/63)
79 As for the boat, it belonged to a (righteous) needy people who were working on
"the bodyofwater" (=albahr), ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/79)
109 Say: If "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) were an inkwell for the Words of my LORD,
then (all of that) "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) would run out before the Words of
my LORD run out;" ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/109)
77 ...... and strike for them a path through "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
that is dry; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 20/77)
65 ...... And the ships sail on "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) by HIS Command.
......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 22/65)
40 Or like the darkness out in a deep "bodyofwater" (=bahr), ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 24/40)
63 ...... Strike "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) with your staff. ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 26/63)
63 And Who is the ONE Who guides you in the darkness of the land and
"the bodyofwater" (=albahr)? ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 27/63)
41 Corruption has appeared in the land and "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
because of what the hands of the people have earned. ......

(QURAN TESTAMENT 30/41)
27 And if all the trees on earth were pens, and (all of) "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
(were) ink, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 31/27)
31 Do you not see that the ships roam "the bodyofwater" (=albahr), by the Grace
of ALLAH, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 31/31)
32 And from HIS Signs are the vessels that sail "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
like flags.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 42/32)
24 And cross "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) quickly; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 44/24)
12 ALLAH is the ONE Who has made "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
subservient (to HIS Laws, so that it be beneficial) to you, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 45/12)
6 And "the bodyofwater" (=albahr) that is set aflame, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 52/6)
24 And to HIM (belong) the perfectlybuilt ships that roam "the bodyofwater" (=albahr)
like flags.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 55/24)
==============================
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So now, here are all of those "ChapterVerse Numbers" in which
these most specific terms above
"bodyofwater" (=bahr)
"bitter" (=ujaaj)

"fresh" (=furaat)
have thus been mentioned throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
exactly in

"38" (=19x...) Verses, in total, by our Supreme LORD above,

in this perfect order:
(=i.e. starting from smaller "ChapterVerse Numbers" always on the left side,
to bigger "ChapterVerse Numbers" always on the right side,
in such a perfect and precise order, from the very beginning of the QURAN TESTAMENT
to the very end therein,
and also these most specific terms above:
"bitter" (=ujaaj)

&

"fresh" (=furaat)

10th row),
and then exactly "three" rows above it (=i.e. at 7th row),
and then exactly "three" rows below it (=i.e. at 13th row),
exactly in the very middle/center row (=i.e.

in this "Most AMAZING" &
perfect manner, now here thus:

"Most WONDERFUL"

"bodyofwater" "bodyofwater"
"bitter"
"fresh"
ChapterVerse No.

Number of Verses

Number of Verses

ChapterVerse No.

2:50
5:96
6:63
7:138
10:22
14:32
25:53
17:66
17:70
35:12
18:63
18:109 (2)
56:70
22:65
26:63
30:41
31:31
44:24
52:6
_______________

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

2:164
6:59
6:97
7:163
10:90
16:14
25:53
17:67
18:61
35:12
18:79
20:77
77:27
24:40
27:63
31:27
42:32
45:12
55:24
_______________

62394

19

19

57361

====================
12 The "twobodiesofwater" (=albahraan) thus especially and also

on the left side & on the right side above cannot be the same/equal;

62394

is not same/equal to

57361

(because) this one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), pleasant to drink thus also
on the right side above, and this one is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj) thus also
on the left side above!
.........
(QURAN TESTAMENT 35/12)
====================

The main natural cause (as it has perfectly been created and ordained by ALLAH from the very beginning)
that the DENSITY of such "twobodiesofwater" (=albahraan)
cannot be the same/equal (even under exactly same pressure and exactly same temperature)
is their Salinity (=i.e. the existence or nonexistence of "Salt" in it (=35/12),
as it is perfectly indicated above, in this respect here, in the very first place above!
So theoretically, now in such a perfect situation here:

"bodyofwater"
(=bahr)
salty "bitter"

"bodyofwater"
(=bahr)
palatable "fresh"

Temperature:
"19" Celsius (=19x1)

Temperature:
"19" Celsius (=19x1)

Pressure:
"38" Decibar (=19x2)

Pressure:
"38" Decibar (=19x2)

Salinity:
"+57" PSU (=19x3)

Salinity:
"57" PSU (=19x3)

DENSITY:

DENSITY:

1042.112

958.196

(*You can clearly verify the data and these precise Results above
here: http://www.csgnetwork.com/water_density_calculator.html)

1042.112 / 958.196
=1.087577.....
it can perfectly be defined as:

=1.088
So what was the total sum of those "Chapter Verse Numbers,"
for/on the left side & for/on the right side of our Table above,
and what would be the Conclusion, if we do the same calculation also therein now?

62394 / 57361
=1.087742.....
it can perfectly be defined as:

=1.088

All Praise
is to

ALLAH
(74:2630, 31 = 41:53)
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So now, here is again all of those "ChapterVerse Numbers" in which
these most specific terms above
"bodyofwater" (=bahr)
"bitter" (=ujaaj) & "fresh" (=furaat)
have thus been mentioned throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,

exactly in

"38" (=19x...) Verses, in total, by our Supreme LORD above,

in this perfect order again:
(=i.e. starting from smaller "ChapterVerse Numbers" always on the left side,
to bigger "ChapterVerse Numbers" always on the right side,
in such a precise and perfect order, from the very beginning of the QURAN TESTAMENT
to the very end therein,
and also these most specific terms again above:
"bitter" (=ujaaj)

&

"fresh" (=furaat)

10th row),
and then exactly "three" rows above it (=i.e. at 7th row),
and then exactly "three" rows below it (=i.e. at 13th row),
exactly in the very middle/center row (=i.e.

in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most
perfect manner again, now here thus:

WONDERFUL"

"bodyofwater" "bodyofwater"
"bitter"
"fresh"
ChapterVerse No.
2:50
5:96
6:63
7:138
10:22
14:32
25:53
17:66
17:70
35:12
18:63
18:109 (2)
56:70
22:65
26:63
30:41
31:31
44:24
52:6
_______________

Number of Verses
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

19

19

All Praise
is to

Number of Verses

ChapterVerse No.
2:164
6:59
6:97
7:163
10:90
16:14
25:53
17:67
18:61
35:12
18:79
20:77
77:27
24:40
27:63
31:27
42:32
45:12
55:24
_______________

All Praise
is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
2 50 5 96 6 63 7 138 10 22
14 32 25 53 17 66 17 70 35 12
18 63 18 109 56 70 22 65 26 63
30 41 31 31 44 24 52 6 18 109

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
2 164 6 59
16 14 25 53
18 79 20 77
31 27 42

19

=

19

x...

=

or/and

x...

or/and

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
2 50+5 96+6 63+7 138+10 22
14 32+25 53+17 66+17 70+35 12
18 63+18 109+56 70+22 65+26 63
30 41+31 31+44 24+52 6+18 109

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
2 164+6 59+6 97+7 163+10 90
16 14+25 53+17 67+18 61+35 12
18 79+20 77+77 27+24 40+27 63
31 27+42 32+45 12+55 24

19

=

6 97 7 163 10 90
17 67 18 61 35 12
77 27 24 40 27 63
32 45 12 55 24

19

x...

=

x...

*Please, certainly note that because that this most specific term: "bodyofwater" (=bahr)
has thus specifically been mentioned "twice" by our Supreme LORD above, in this
exclusive "ChapterVerse Number" therein (=18 109), on the left side,
we have thus rightfully taken it into account exclusively "one more time"
at the very end of all of those specific "ChapterVerse Numbers" on the left side,
in both of those two Cases above, one after the other, for/on the left side,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

"bodyofwater" "bodyofwater"
"bitter"
"fresh"
ChapterVerse No.

Number of Verses

2:50
5:96
6:63
7:138
10:22
14:32
25:53
17:66
17:70
35:12
18:63
18:109 (2)
56:70
22:65
26:63
30:41
31:31
44:24
52:6
_______________

Number of Verses

1
1
1
1
1
1
bitter
1
1
bitter
1
1
bitter
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

1
1
1
1
1
1
fresh
1
1
fresh
1
1
fresh
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

19

19

So now again, we clearly see that these most specific terms above:
"bitter" (=ujaaj) & "fresh" (=furaat)
have thus rightfully been placed
exactly in the very middle/center row

ChapterVerse No.
2:164
6:59
6:97
7:163
10:90
16:14
25:53
17:67
18:61
35:12
18:79
20:77
77:27
24:40
27:63
31:27
42:32
45:12
55:24
_______________

(=i.e.

10th row

&

10th row),

and then exactly "three" rows above it
(=i.e.

7th row

&

7th row),

and then exactly "three" rows below it
(=i.e.

13th row

&

13th row),

on our Table above.
And now, these are the sum of those specfic "ChapterVerse Numbers" therein,
in which these most specific terms above: "bitter" (=ujaaj) & "fresh" (=furaat)
have thus been emphasized by our Supreme LORD, within those most specific rows above:
35+12=

47

& 35+12=

47

25+53=

78

& 25+53=

78

56+70=

126

& 77+27=

104

So let us see all of them
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDERFUL" perfect order now,
thus to clearly and unmistakably understand that
these are "the perfect places" ordained for them by our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning,
for/in this most special Table above, now here thus:

13 13 10 10 7 7

78 78 47 47 126 104

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

19

=

x...

19

=

or/and

x...

or/and

13 13 + 010 010 + 7 7

78 78 + 0047 0047 + 126 104

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

19

=

x...

19

=

x...

*Please, certainly note that we have thus rightfully placed these specific numbers,
in the very middle/center, on both sides above, legitimately with such "extra zeros"
(=......

010 010......) & (=......0047 0047......), for/in those second cases above,

and thus, there are perfectly
onedigit (=7

7) & twodigit (=13 13) & threedigit (=010 010) numbers

for/on that left side above,
and twodigit (=78

78) & threedigit (=126 104) & fourdigit (=0047 0047) numbers

for/on that right side above,

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here again
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
*And please, certainly note that these are essentially same/similar formulas
(=i.e.
those first ones above:
"placing side by side," for/on the left side & for/on the right side, therein above,
those second ones above:
"adding up one after the other," for/on the left side & for/on the right side, therein above,

thus in essence exactly same/similar formulas as of those Most Essential MIRACLES, in the
first place, as we have already clearly seen both of them under our Table, in the previous post above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, also in this most specific respect above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here again
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning!
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====================
53 And HE is the ONE Who established "twobodiesofwater" (=bahrayn)
one is thus especially and also
on the right side of our "19" coded Tables above now palatable "fresh" (=furaat),
and one is thus especially and also
on the left side of our "19" coded Tables above now salty "bitter" (=ujaaj),
and HE made between them a distinction/distance, and (for/within/around each of them)
an inviolable barrier.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 25/53)
12 The "twobodiesofwater" (=bahraan) thus especially and also
on the left side & on the right side of our "19" coded Tables above now cannot be the same/equal;
(because) this one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), pleasant to drink on the right side above,
and this one is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj) on the left side above.
.........
(QURAN TESTAMENT 35/12)

====================
*So please, after we have thus clearly witnessed here
this "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracle"
(17/88 = 74/2630 = 41/53),
with regard to these distinctive (=i.e. one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), and one
is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj) "twobodiesofwater" (=bahraan) (=25/53 & 35/12),
by our Supreme LORD,
in HIS Book of Religion (=QURAN TESTAMENT), in the first place, above,
please, also absolutely go to

"Universal Magnificent Miracles 1"
pages no. 3133
http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id126.html
thus to clearly witness that "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracle"
(17/88 = 74/2630 = 41/53),
with regard to these distinctive (=i.e. one is palatable "fresh" (=furaat), and one
is salty "bitter" (=ujaaj) "twobodiesofwater" (=bahraan) (=25/53 & 35/12),
by our Supreme

LORD again,

also in HIS Book of Universe therein, "Most AWESOMELY" & "Most WONDROUSLY"
therein again,

in this Final Age now.

==============================

26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that

QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole World that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates any "extra zero" from/on the left side of our Tables above,
except within that most specific and exclusive second case therein)
and It does not letstay (but excludes any "extra zero" from/on the right side of our Tables above,
except within that most specific and exclusive second case again therein)
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
in each and every of those Cases, one after the other, "for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides,"
therein above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)
is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created
thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side also here in this respect above

as/in

"pairs" (=i.e.

"bodyofwater" (="bahr") & "bodyofwater" (="bahr"),
that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" = 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")

=============================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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